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4700. de Bhaldraithe (Tomás): Notes on the diminutive suffix ín in Modern Irish.


4694. Ó Cuív (Brian): Vowel hiatus in Early Modern Irish.


4693. Ahlqvist (Anders): Another look at Old Irish imbúruch ‘this morning’, imbárnach ‘tomorrow morning’.


4697. Tymoczko (Maria): The semantic fields of early Irish terms for black birds and their implications for species taxonomy.

4698. Radner (Joan N.): "Men will die": poets, harpers, and women in early Irish literature.

4699. Melia (Daniel Frederick): A poetic Klein bottle.

4701. Bosc’h (Anna): A brief history of Scottish Gaelic dialect studies.


   In Celtic language, Celtic culture [Fs. Hamp 1] (1990), pp. 218–244.

9743. Mac Cana (Proinsias): Word-order in Old Irish and Middle Welsh: an analogy.
   On the pattern particle-copula + subject/object + verb.